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Ring Number Three for Daniel Gilmer 
 
Trio of pros make the journey to Mississippi together, finish first, second, first in series-
opening events. 
 
Daniel Gilmer earns his third Circuit trophy in $365 Tunica event, wins $25,942. 
 
Tunica, Miss. (January 24, 2015) — Daniel Gilmer outlasted 393 players in Event 3 of the 
Horseshoe Casino World Series of Poker Circuit, a $365 no-limit hold’em tournament. The 
victory, which came Saturday evening, earned Gilmer $25,942 along with 50 points toward the 
Casino Championship. It also marked the Columbus, Ohio pro’s third Circuit cash of the season 
and surged him toward $90,000 in earnings over the past couple months. 
 
Gilmer’s victory is just the most recent of successes for a trio of friends and fellow pros that 
includes Scott Stewart and Paul Mattioda. A few days ago, Stewart flew from his hometown of 
Lakewood, Calif. to Columbus to visit Gilmer. They planned to spend some time in the Midwest 
before heading to Knoxville, Tenn. to play cash games with the third member of the trio, 
Mattioda. From there, they’d carpool to Tunica for the Circuit series. 
 
“[Knoxville] is sort of like a halfway point. Columbus [to] Knoxville [to] Tunica is like six 
hours, six hours,” Gilmer said of the roadtrip. 
 
The trip developed as planned and before they knew it, Gilmer, Stewart and Mattioda hopped in 
a car and made the six-hour trek from Knoxville for the Horseshoe’s Circuit series. It wouldn’t 
take long for the trio to make its presence known as Stewart made a mockery of the series-
opening event. He worked his way through the Day 2 restart in less than an hour and a half and 
convincingly claimed his second gold ring along with more than $23,000 in prize money. 
 
Running alongside the Event 1 restart was that of Event 2, a $365 pot-limit Omaha tournament. 
Ten players remained and among them was none other than Mattioda. Mattioda battled his way 
through a tough final table that included bracelet winner Kyle Cartwright, all-time Circuit cashes 
leader Doug Carli and three-time ring winner Robert Hankins. In the end, he’d finish runner up, 
but the deep run marked the trio’s second accolade of the series. 
 
Fast-forward 24 hours and it was Gilmer’s turn, but with a twist. Gilmer played his way to the 
Event 3 final table and alongside him was none other than Stewart. The pair had outlasted nearly 



400 players and found themselves staring back at one another as they were just a few 
eliminations from gold.  
 
“It’s always fun to make a run with a friend,” Gilmer said of playing with Stewart. “It makes for 
an interesting dynamic because you don’t want him to bust, but you do kind of want him to 
bust.” 
 
Gilmer got the best of Stewart, busting him sixth. A couple hours later he closed the book on his 
third gold ring to put an exclamation point on his and his friend’s accomplishments. In the first 
three events they’ve recorded two first-place finishes, a second and a fifth totaling a combined 
$61,000. On top of that, Stewart leads the Casino Championship with 72.5 points. 
 
“I’m just trying to keep up with the guys I came here with,” Gilmer said. “So far so good. It’s 
beyond our wildest expectations, that’s for sure.” 
 
With three events down and nine remaining to be decided, there’s no telling what’s in store for 
the three-headed monster as the series goes on. 
 
Event 3 was the third of 12 gold ring events on the WSOP Circuit schedule at Horseshoe Tunica. 
The $365 no-limit hold’em event attracted 393 players. The total prize pool came to $117,900 
and the top 45 finishers were paid. 
 
The tournament began Friday, January 23 at 12 p.m. and Day 1 wrapped following Level 21. 
Day 2 began Saturday at 2 p.m. with 12 players remaining. The nine-handed final table was 
reached at 2:45 p.m. and action concluded shortly after 7 p.m. making the total duration of the 
finale about four and a half hours. 
 
Here is the list of gold ring winners from the Horseshoe: 
 
EVENT #1: Scott Stewart defeated 338 players ($365 NLH) for $23,326 
EVENT #2: Chico Pho defeated 130 players ($365 PLO) for $10,919 
EVENT #3: Daniel Gilmer defeated 393 players ($365 NLH) for $25,942 
 
The player who accumulates the most overall points during the Horseshoe’s 12 combined gold 
ring tournaments earns the title Casino Champion and receives automatic entry into the WSOP 
National Championship set to take place this spring at a yet-to-be-determined location. 
 
All players who cash in ring events receive points that apply toward the Casino Championship 
race and the season-long race to claim one of 56 expected at-large National Championship bids 
awarded to the top point earners throughout the season. More information on the points system is 
available on WSOP.com. 
 
For more information about the WSOP Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter at @WSOP or 
check out WSOP.com. 
 
For additional information please contact:  
 
Lukas M. Willems (WSOP Media Coordinator) at lukasmwillems@gmail.com. 


